Interaction of trichloromethyl free radicals with thymine in a model system: a mass spectrometric study.
In previous studies from our laboratory we found that the CCl4 reactive metabolites produced during enzymatic in vitro or in vivo CCl4 biotransformation covalently bind to DNA. Further, chemically produced.CCl3 produce many adducts of unknown structure with the four DNA bases when the reaction proceeds in model systems. In the present work, we describe our attempt to elucidate by GLC/MS the structures of the adducts resulting when chemically generated.CCl3 interact with thymine. The following reaction products were identified: (i) 5-hydroxymethyl uracil; (ii) thymineglycol; (iii) 5-trichloroethyl uracil (tentative) and (iv) two isomeric 5,6-monochloro monohydroxy adducts of thymine (tentative). Reaction products found do not involve thymine positions directly participating in base-pairing processes. However, alterations in thymine structure reported if they occurred in DNA from livers of CCl4 poisoned animals, might potentially have biological significance that remains to be established.